Lionel Fanshawe is Director of Hampshire based Terra Firma Consultancy and
Alshamsi Terra Firma based in Dubai. Lionel has over thirty years experience
across all areas of the Landscape Architectural profession and built the Terra Firma
offices into one of the leading consultancies in the field, with projects in twenty
seven countries across six continents. His vision is to bring together colleagues with
whom Terra Firma have regularly collaborated to form London based tf-Lab as a
comprehensive deliverer of inspirational landscape projects.
Jamie Liversedge is a Director of Alshamsi terra firma and until recently headed up the
BA Landscape Architecture course at the School of Architecture and Construction at
Greenwich University. He has practised as a landscape architect for leading firms in
the UK, Hong Kong and Dubai and has his own design firm, Liversedge Inc., devoted
to art based initiatives. As a writer, lecturer and freelance landscape architect focusing
on conceptual design and master planning development, Jamie has worked across the
UK, Europe, Middle East and Asia, including lecturing and travelling in China.
Nigel Thorne is a Director of his own specialist landscape management company, is
a past President of the Landscape Institute and was previously Managing Director
of Martha Schwartz’s embryonic London office. Nigel has worldwide experience
of project management and is a well respected educator in the field of landscape
management. He is a past Vice President of the International Federation of Landscape
Architects, is a adjunct professor at the University of Beijing and is frequently in China.
He is currently managing a major London project for the Royal Parks.

Introduction

tf-Lab is more than just a design practice.
We are a collective of experienced landscape architects who have variously worked together
under the Hampshire based terra firma umbrella for many years and are now formalising a
London based office to collaborate on high end prestigious projects. In its 36 years of operation,
terra firma has operated in 30 countries and have offshoot offices in Europe and the Middle East.
tf-LAB partners have lectured and worked in China previously and are keen to push this initiative
to do further work there.
We are not bound by conformity, trend, or fashion, but guided by the desire to create inspirational
and sustainable designs derived from a holistic approach born of our vast range of cultural,
climatic, and commercial experiences. We manage our projects from concept through
implementation and after-use.

Harnessing creative knowledge

Alison Hainey is a central participant of tf-LAB London. Her particular strengths are in
conceptual design and masterplanning, drawing on creative vision with a grounded,
bespoke style. She has worked with terra firma on numerous large scale projects in
the UK and overseas and her Clerkenwell offices are the base for tf-LAB. Her career
has taken her overseas including spells working in the USA and Hong Kong.

Steven Dawson is a Director of Peracto Projects and the third generation of landscape
architects in his family. Steven specialises in managing complex projects through the
planning process and on site. He has designed and built a number of golf courses and
has delivered major public parks, sports stadia and high end public realm works over
the past thirty years, developing a comprehensive knowledge of contractors and the
landscape industries supply chains. Steve is spearheading tf-Lab’s initial promotional
activity and is its representative in northern England.
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The Landscape Planning Team
Robyn Butcher is a Director at terra firma and co-owner of tf-LAB, having joined
the company in 1995. She has worked on several hundred projects in all sectors;
including the award-winning BA i360 public realm scheme for Brighton and Hove City
Council. Robyn regularly acts as expert witness and is involved in all aspects of the
Practice and project management.

Troy Hayes
Planning

David Edwards
Urban Design
Alison Galbraith is a Director at terra firma and co-owner of tf-LAB. Alison has over 20
years of experience and has been with the company since 2002. She has authored
numerous landscape related studies and led many design projects, including
Maggie’s Cancer Care Centre in Swansea, and the award-nominated Leonard
Cheshire Memorial Garden. Alison is responsible for personnel issues and mentoring
junior staff.
Alistair Walby is Director of Dubai based Alshamsi terra firma Consultancy and leads
the Middle East work of the terra firma network. He has over 30 years experience in
the landscape profession, the last decade of which has been with ASTF in the gulf.
His work has included projects throughout the region working with top architects and
masterplanners for a wide variety of local and international clients.

Ramunė Sanderson is Director of Vilnius based terra firma LT and leads the Baltic
and European work of the terra firma network. She trained at and worked for terra
firma in Hampshire for 8 years before returning to her native Lithuania in 2012. Her
experience ranges in scale from large strategic masterplans and assessments down
to detailed plazas, courtyards, terraces and gardens.

Martin Hird is Associate at terra firma, with over 20 years of experience. He has
been involved in over 200 projects for terra firma, including work for housebuilders,
industrial developers and private clients - as well undertaking work on behalf of local
authorities. Martin is also responsible for overseeing terra firma’s ISO 9001 accredited
Quality Management System.

Robert Craine
Ecology

Gary Grant
Ecology

Tim O’Hare
Soils

Richard Linington
Tourism

Dr. Gerry Wait
Heritage

Peter Wharton
Arboriculture

The purpose of tf-LAB is to offer the combined experience of one of the UK’s leading Landscape Architecture practices
with individual consultants with which it has had long term collaborative relationships. As a collective, individual
specialisms in environmental assessment, soils, ecology, heritage, tourism, planning, urban design and landscape
architecture are all wrapped in under our tf-LAB initiative to offer a complete landscape led approach to urban and rural
planning utilising the latest international thinking backed by the latest research and technology.
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tf-LAB can offer consultancy services at any stage of a project:
Workshops, Presentations and Lectures

We are experienced lecturers and workshop organisers and see education
and collaboration in the sharing of knowledge as a pleasure and responsibility.

Research, Surveys and Assessments

All projects depend on a sound basis of survey, research and assessment at
commencement in order to succeed. We can guide and input expertise for the
full range of our own team’s specialisms.

Masterplanning, Concepts and Design

Our team has experience around the globe at all scales of environmental
planning and design and can assist in many ways, individually or as a team.

Procurement, Implementation and Management
We are experienced practitioners in having projects built and put on
the ground in the manor the design intended, as well as the long term
management for their future sustainability.

How do we work?
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Striving to achieve the highest level of design quality, creating places that are usable, sustainable and beautiful;
Responding to natural characteristics, ecosystems and cultural heritage in site planning and design;
Engaging with communities to build understanding of issues and potential for change;
Offering expertise and advice in a collaborative way, through workshops, presentations and specific project inputs;
Providing expertise at all scales and levels, from strategic to detailed; in research, assessment, design,
implementation and management.

The Agenda
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Green Infrastructure
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Al Falah, New Town
Abu Dhabi
(with Alshamsi terra firma)

Hanza City, Riga
Latvia
(with Grupa 93)

and Liepaja

Houghton Regis Place Shaping
Central Bedfordshire
(with Place-Make)

terra firma have been involved in the masterplanning of both new developments and regeneration projects at a variety of
scales. This has involved all manner of tasks, from detailed landscape assessment work to formation of strategies and
concepts, as well as the visualisation of proposals.

Masterplanning
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Cyprus

tf-LAB have had a long involvement with projects in Cyprus beginning with Jamie Liversedge’s work at Aphrodite Hills, through his
with terra firma’s at Ayos Tychonas and the Cyprus Cultural Centre up to current engagements with a top school and top hotel in
Nicosia.
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Cyprus
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Sanya Masterplan

tf-Lab’s first project in China arose from lectures given by Nigel Thorne, Lionel Fanshawe and Jamie Liversedge at China’s Design
Week Conference held annually in Sanya, China’s most southerly province. The management team to Tianya Haijao, the most
famous tourist spot in Sanya, had attended two consecutive years’ of these conferences and following conversations with the tf-Lab
team, appointed the firm to manage the entire site and produce a masterplan for its future.
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Sanya Project

• Tianya Haijao is one of the most famous tourist attractions
in PR China, however, the potential for the park as a truly
international tourist venue remains unfulfilled.
• The culture, history and heritage of the park demands
a thorough review that will lead to the compilation of a
strategic master plan in order to curtail the piecemeal
approach to alterations and changes that has brought
about its current condition.
• Piecemeal development will detract from the park’s
immense potential to achieve its ambition of an
international tourist venue.
• The park needs to be comprehensively assessed,
strategically planned, re-designed and managed and
maintained – a process that needs to be resourced in terms
of finance, time and appropriate skills and professional
intervention.
• The aspiration of the park becoming an international
venue for tourists from around the world demands a
complete overhaul of the current philosophy such that
it celebrates Chinese culture, traditions and landscape
character of the park to the maximum whilst equally
adapting and accommodating the requirements and
demands for an international visitor market.
• The park needs to be an international attraction for
everyone of all cultures, abilities and backgrounds
– a range of ‘offers’ from the initial ‘invitation’ to visit
and thereafter, a means by which the visitors can be
encouraged to remain on site and extend the duration of
their visit because of the improved ‘offer’ in terms of the
range of overall experiences.
• There is a fundamental need to assess, address and
significantly improve the strategic infrastructure across
all areas of the park to allow for unhindered access &
availability in all areas.

Tianya Haijiao, also be interpreted as The Edge of the Sky and The End of the Sea, means the remotest corner of the earth,
is undoubtedly Sanya’s most famous scenic spot and the highlight for almost every visitor. The tf-Lab team led workshops
with the management team and key stakeholders from which a masterplan was then developed for the future of this
important site.
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Hohhot
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Hohhot

tf-LAB were involved in the masterplanning of a new retail and residential area of Hohhot in inner Mongolia, which involved ideas for
an exciting public realm and green infrastructure prioritised throughout.
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tf-Lab director Jamie Liversedge has co-authored best selling books in Landscape Architecture that have been translated
in to many languages.
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Jamie Liversedge BA, DipLA

Landscape Architect / Director - Alshamsi terra firma & tf-LAB London
Jamie is an international landscape architect, author and lecturer having travelled and worked around the world as a project landscape architect
and masterplanner for the last 32 years, on a variety of high proﬁle projects ranging from The Jumeriah Beach Hotel, Burj Al Arab Hotel and Wild
Wadi Aquapark in Dubai, The Inter Continental Resort Hotel and Aphrodite Hills Golf Resort in Cyprus, Canon’s European ﬂagship headquarters
in Surrey, and the new public realm of the Highcross Development in Leicester. His experience includes conceptual and strategic masterplan
development, detailed interior and exterior resort development packages, technical research, construction and pro-curement technologies, and
both action planning and charette consultation techniques. He has been a director of alshamsi terra ﬁrma in Dubai since its inception in 2006,
and is a founder member of tf-LAB in London.

Landscape Design
& Masterplanning

Canon UK Headquarters, Reigate, Surrey
A 9.1ha redevelopment of a south facing sloping
18th Century historic landscape, into which
11,500sqm of award winning new headquarters
building was masterplanned, including the retention
of the 18th century Lodge building and stables.
The landscape provides for a series of interlinked
buildings with thematic courtyards, terraces, outdoor
function spaces, and 500 car parking spaces within
an extensive managed parkland setting. Part of the
landscape brief included a series of transport swales
and a balancing attenuation lake to deal with all the
roof and surface water runoff at peak times.

WildWadi AquaPark & Burj Al Arab Hotel Dubai
In his role as Design Director for Cracknells in the
late 1990’s, Jamie was one of the conceptual lead
designers and the principal landscape architect for
the Jumeriah Beach Development by Aktins, which
included the 5* Jumeriah Beach Hotel, the 7* Burj
al Arab Hotel and the WildWadi Aquapark in Dubai.
The 4ha Aquapark featuring 22 rides was the ﬁrst
fully themed entertainment waterpark in the world,
with an interlinked ride circuit including both uphill
and downhill rides, and the ﬁrst use of the ﬂowrider
surﬁng technology. The park caters for 2500 visitors
a day.

Highcross, Leicester
Working with GLA as the project landscape architect
for the public realm of the Highcross Development
in Leicester, this redevelopment of approximately a
quarter of the city centre involved ﬁve architectural
design teams creating 110,000sqm of mixed retail,
commercial and cultural development. The creation
of a new hierarchy of streets responding to the
original urban grain provided active frontages at
ground level for the whole scheme, allowing for 120
shops, cinemas and restaurants within a series of
new public spaces. Public Art commissioning formed
an integral part of the scheme.

Aphrodite Hills, Kouklia, Cyprus
The £600million development masterplan for the
Aphrodite Hills Resort was landscape led, the
234ha site covering two plateaux separated by
the 100m deep Argaki Tou Randidiou ravine had
difﬁcult planning constraints to do with topography,
existing vegetation and wildlife conservation. The
masterplan was the ﬁrst fully integrated golf resort
in Cyprus comprising; the championship golf
course, clubhouse, golf and tennis academies,
InterContinental Hotel, Retreat Spa, Village Square,
2000 apartments and 400 villas and 15kms of
infrastructure roads.

King Fahad Park, Damman, KSA
Working with Ae7 in his role as Consultant Director
of Alshamsi Terra Firma in Dubai, Jamie developed
the conceptual landscape masterplan for the
redevelopment of the existing 100ha King Fahad
Park, including new Hotels, Retail Mall and Food
Courts, Wellbeing Resort, water and skate parks,
and the refurbishment of the 56ha central park.

The BurJuman Centre, Dubai
Jamie was responsible for the landscape concept
design and construction packages for the
redevelopment of one of the worlds luxury shopping
malls with KPF and Civic Arts, The BurJuman
development included the four storey shopping mall,
the 22 ﬂoor business tower, 5* Rotana Hotel and
the BurJuman Residences, the landscape packages
contained the interior planting, courtyards, roof
gardens, pool decks and water features, and the
streetscape public realm.

The Jumeriah Beach Hotel and Conference
Centre, Dubai
The 590 room 5* Jumeriah Beach Hotel set new
standards for hotel development in the middle east,
with its own conference centre, marina, sports club
and 20 high proﬁle restaurants set within the lush
landscape with its exotic planting palette of the pool
decks and entrance plaza’s, it led the way for Dubai
to develop as a tourist destination. Jamie led the
design of all the landscape packages including the
adult and kids play pools, the beach frontage and the
civic entrances courts and the wildwadi interface.

The InterContinental Hotel, Aphrodite Hills,
Cyprus
The ﬁrst 5* InterContinental Resort Hotel in
Europe, originally the Design Director at Cracknells
responsible for the Aphrodite Hills masterplan, Jamie
was employed directly by the developers as project
landscape architect to deliver the 290 bed Hotel and
conference centre, Retreat Spa and Resort Village,
landscape and public realm packages. This included
the pool decks, banqueting and function terraces,
spa, kids club, VIP suites, wayﬁnding and external
lighting packages.
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Lionel Fanshawe BA, DipLA, FLI

Principal landscape architect and Director - The terra firma Consultancy, tf-LAB London, terra firma LT and Alshamsi terra firma
Lionel has 39 years of experience in the landscape architectural profession and has headed up terra firma, in Hampshire, for nearly 26 of its
36 years, including the founding of its off-shoot offices in London, Dubai and Vilnus, between which currently employs nearly 30 staff and has
worked in over 30 countries. Projects of note that Lionel has been responsible for include the Auckland 1990 Commonwealth Games Village;
the Petershill Steps network of public realm that leads from the Millenium Bridge up to St Paul’s; public memorials to the Falklands, Leonard
Cheshire and Muslim deaths of both world wars; Maggie’s Cancer Care Centre, Swansea; Stockley, Chiswick, Chineham and, currently, MIRA
Technology Parks; Tittenhurst, Dropmore, Southwich estates. He has also had at least some part in all of terra firma’s 2000 or so projects in all
sectors and scale around the globe over the last two decades.

Landscape Design
& Masterplanning

Peter’s Hill, City of London
This predominantly hard landscape scheme and
network of open spaces at the foot of St Paul’s
Cathedral was designed by Lionel while working
as senior landscape architect at Charles Funke
Associates in the early 1990’s (and was completed
with some on-going sub-consultancy from him after
joining terra firma).

Osterley Park, Isleworth
This is the most recent Conservation Management
Plan undertaken by terra firma with Donald Insall and
Partners, completed in March 2021. The plan should
provide the evidence for the National Trust to make
informed decisions when planning the future of this
much loved Park and House in West London.

University of Portsmouth
The centre of the university campus is an important
city open space contributing to the public realm.
As part of the masterplan for the university, Lion
Square has been upgraded to terra firma’s designs
alongside the first new building project, a home for
the Department of Cosmology designed by Van
Heyningen Haward Architects.

Rosia Montana Goldfields, Romania
terra firma was commissioned by a joint Canadian/
Romanian mining venture to assess to landscape
and visual impacts of the proposed renewal of
mining activity in this archaeologically rich area of
Transylvania with a 2000 year history of gold mining.
This led to a sensitive cultural heritage led
approach to environmental mitigation measures
during the proposed final phase of mining and
recommendations for the long term restoration and
future of its landscape with a view to sustainable
touristic uses.

Muslim Burial Ground Peace Garden, Woking
This award winning garden was the subject of a BBC
documentary. Underlined with symbolism, a peaceful
oasis has been created for contemplation and the
bringing together of different cultures in a common
purpose.

Auckland 1990 Commonwealth Games,
New Zealand
Lionel was the project landscape architect for the
award winning Commonwealth Games Village, the
purpose-built hub of this major international event
housing over 3000 athletes and all their various
health, retail and social facilities

Enviropark, Portsmouth
The site is a 90-acre landfill site set at the main
gateway into the city of Portsmouth. Tipping has
ceased and capping is complete. terra firma have
been working with the Portsmouth Partnership in
the development of a feasibility study supporting the
development of a ‘sustainability showpiece’ public
park.

Tittenhurst Park, Berkshire
Built in the late 18th century by Thomas Holloway
Tittenhurst was famously the home to John Lennon
and then Ringo Starr. Lionel has been involved
with the estate since 1990 when it was obtained by
HRH Sheikh Zayed of Abu Dhabi. The 16 hectares
of parkland, arboretum, waterbodies and formal
gardens have been spectacularly enhanced and
will hopefully be seen one day as an important
contribution to the English Country House Tradition.

Lionel is an occasional writer and lecturer on
landscape issues and has been involved in the wider
profession as an external examiner at the University
of Greenwich, a Member of the Landscape Institute’s
International Working Group, Chair of its SW Branch
and frequently as an annual LI Awards juror.
He in currently the LI representative on the UK Built
Environment Advisory Group Global Future Cities
programme.
He is also keenly involved in local community affairs
and has been Chair of his local parish council, led
the production of a Parish Plan and has sat on both
the East Hants District Council and South Downs
National Park’s Design Panels. He is an experienced
environmental impacts assessor on landscape
issues and a Law Society registered Expert Witness.
In 2006, Lionel was elected a Fellow of the
Landscape Institute.
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Robyn Butcher BA (Hons), Grad. Dip. LA, CMLI

Principal landscape architect and Director - The terra firma Consultancy, tf-LAB London, terra firma LT and Alshamsi terra firma
Robyn gained a BA (Hons) Degree and Graduate Diploma in Landscape Architecture at Leeds Metropolitan University and went on to achieve
her CMLI status in December 1998. Robyn spent her year out working for the National Rivers Authority - Thames Region (now the Environment
Agency) and joined terra firma as a graduate straight from university in 1995, becoming Associate 2007 and Associate Director 2015.
Robyn currently sits on the Landscape Institutes’s Environmental Standards Working Group and has been involved as an author on the recent
Competency Framework Review. She sits on the South Downs National Park Authority’s Design Panel, the Test Valley Borough Council Design
Panel and is a member of the Hampshire Gardens Trust Conservation and Development Committee.

Landscape Design
& Masterplanning

The Golden Spiral at BA i360, Brighton
Developed from the original concept, terra firma took
on the detailed landscape design, lead by Robyn, for
the public realm surrounding the BA i360 vertical pier
on Brighton seafront, which incorporated heritage
assets from the derelict West Pier. The project won
the Local Government News Street Design Award for
Lighting in 2019 and is used year-round for festivals
and events.

Hoe Valley School and Leisure, Woking
A new secondary free school and leisure centre
with extensive outdoor sports facilities and national
standard 400m running track in Woking’s Green
Belt. The scheme involved the preparation of impact
assessments for an EIA and extensive sports facility
design.

Dennis Schiama Building and Lion Square,
University Of Portsmouth
Robyn has been involved in numerous projects in the
area, including the Masterplan for the
Anglesea Campus at the University of Portsmouth.
She led the design and overseeing of the
construction of the first phase - the Dennis Sciama
Building - which houses the department of
Cosmology. The project included the re-design of a
focal public square and was commended in both the
Portsmouth Society Design Awards and the 2010
Civic Design Awards.

Cumberland Street Home Zone, Portsmouth
Award-winning retrofit Homezone project in Portsea,
on behalf of Portsmouth City Council with extensive
stakeholder and resident consultation, highways
design, play area, teen shelter and MUGA design.

Garden design for private residence, Dulwich
Village
Concept sketches and detailed planting design were
followed by careful plant selection at nurseries,
setting out on site and the overseeing of the
construction contract, with Robyn acting a Contract
Administrator.

Gallions Reach Park, Thamesmead
Working for Tilfen Land, terra firma developed the
design for a new public park in Thamesmead and
oversaw implementation. Gallions Park lies next
to the River Thames and connects Thamesmead’s
5 kilometres of river path with Gallions Hill – a
man-made view point with views across London.
The hill is reflected in a series of mounds within
the park itself, which also includes tree avenues,
new woodland, meadow, amenity grass area and
children’s area.

Pelham Campus redevelopment, Greater
Brighton Metropolitan College
Robyn led full design services for a redevelopment
of a centrally located FE College in Brighton. New
public open space with complex levels, forming the
focal point of the new College Wings and much
needed outdoor social space for students includes
extensive planting and feature Elm tree.

Soft Landscape Framework Consultancy,
for Churchill Retirement Living
Robyn led the work programme for over 40 projects
for CRL, which included speaking at conferences
to internal planing teams and site staff about best
practice for soils, tree protection and planning,
setting up a contract growing agreement with Hillier
Nurseries and close liaison with the procurement
team for the landscape contractor contracts.

Robyn is leading work on the Greater Brighton
Metropolitan College’s Pelham Street Campus
extension which includes a design of a new open
space in Central Brighton, with extensive planting
designed to increase to local biodiversity, combat air
pollution, and be tolerant of climate change.
She led the now-completed work on the BAi360
vertical pier public realm on Brighton seafront with
Brighton and Hove City Council and Marks Barfield
which recently won a Local Government News Street
Design Award for lighting.
Robyn has jointly worked on a Strategic
Development Framework for Houghton Regis in
Central Bedfordshire with planning consultants and
urban designers Place-Make to look at infrastructure
opportunities for an imminent increase in residential
housing from 7000 to 14,000 properties.
Robyn regularly appears as an expert witness at
planning appeals, including Cornwall’s largest ever
Planning Inquiry, representing the Council against
the development of a huge ‘Energy from Waste’
facility. She has written design guidelines for new
dwellings in the Chichester Harbour AONB, now
adopted as Supplementary Design Guidance by the
Local Authorities, and has produced EIAs for various
controversial exploratory minerals schemes.
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Alison Galbraith MA, CMLI

Principal landscape architect and Director - The terra firma Consultancy, tf-LAB London, terra firma LT and Alshamsi terra firma
Following a former career as a trained nurse, Alison gained a First Class Honours BA and MA Degree in Landscape Architecture at the
University of Gloucestershire and went on to achieve her CMLI status in January 2005. Alison then spent two years practising in New Mexico,
and has been with terra firma since 2002, becoming Associate 2007 and Associate Director 2015.
Alison currently chairs the Landscape Institute’s Professional Review Group at the University of Gloucestershire, sits on the South Downs
National Park Authority’s Design Panel and regularly writes on landscape issues.

Landscape Design
& Masterplanning

Maggie’s Cancer Care Centre, Swansea
terra firma took on the detailed landscape design of
this prestigious scheme from Kim Wilkie.Alison led
the detailed design and construction phases and
volunteered in undertaking the initial planting of the
vegetable garden herself prior to the official opening
of the garden by Maggies’ President, the Duchess of
Cornwall.

Barton Peveril Sixth Form College, Eastleigh
Alison worked closely with the College to develop
proposals for a new courtyard space to create as
many seating opportunities as possible, allowing for
large groups, as well as more intimate groups, and a
small amphitheatre

All England Lawn Tennis Club, Wimbledon
Alison is currently working on the landscape for
a new members’ facility. Taking on the stage 4
package developed by Applied Landscape Design
(ALD), terra firma are working closely with the Club
on behalf of Willmott Dixon to deliver this highly
prestigious scheme.

Portsea Urban Regeneration Schemes,
Portsmouth
Following terra firma’s award-winning Cumberland
Street Homezone project in Portsea, Alison worked
with residents and other stakeholders to design and
implement two further communal gardens.

Landscape capacity studies, East Hampshire
District Council
Alison led this assessment of the landscape
capacity of the district’s landscape, identifying
areas with potential capacity to accommodate
change. This study followed many years working
on large-scale landscape studies and developing
a robust methodology with Kirkham Landscape
Planning Limited. Other studies (some with KLPL)
include housing and minerals and waste capacity
studies, green belt studies, and landscape character
assessments.

Leonard Cheshire Memorial Garden, Hampshire
Alison developed designs and oversaw the
construction of this award-winning garden which has
long been the setting for the remembrance
of lost loved ones at the original Leonard Cheshire
Disability home and home of Leonard Cheshire, its
founder. The garden was designed as a permanent
memorial to former residents of the home which
departed the site in 2007 after nearly 60 years.

Lansdowne Secure Children’s Home, Hailsham
terra firma has provided full design services for a
series of courtyard gardens for young people with
highly specialised needs. Alison worked on the
design and delivery of Phase 1 and is currently
working on Phase 2 of this challenging project which
has required extensive consultation with end-users,
and meticulous detailing and construction. Phase 2
is due to complete later this year.

Dunsbury Park, Havant
Alison led the design work for the enhancement and
restoration of a stretch of the Hermitage Stream
running through a new award-winning business park,
collaborating closely with the team of ecologists
and engineers to develop solutions to create robust
habitats with a naturalised character which will
robustly withstand hydrological forces.

Alison is currently leading the production of a
masterplan for a major park in Newhaven, for Lewes
District Council. This includes the consideration
of market context, demographic analysis, future
population trends, as well as constraints and
opportunities of the heritage and the natural
environment context, the consideration of climate
change implications, visions for the town and wider
connectivity. An online public survey and stakeholder
discussions are currently underway and a public
consultation meeting is planned for later in the year.
Over the years Alison has undertaken numerous
landscape and visual impact assessments and
environmental impact assessments, including
a number of ‘Paragraph 79’ houses (formerly
Paragraph 55); mixed-use developments in
Felixstowe and Harwich; housing developments in
the South Downs National Park; a lifeboat station
on the Isle of Man; schools in Jersey and at the
National Centre for Young People with Epilepsy; and
the Watford Healthcare Campus. Alison has led the
development of a new methodology for landscape
and visual impact assessment which embraces
the landscape-led approach to understanding and
responding to the landscape.
Alison is passionate about developing her own
knowledge and skills in the field of landscape
architecture and about encouraging other people
into the profession. She frequently attends careers
events at schools and colleges and enthusiastically
mentors junior staff at terra firma, both informally
and formally as part of their Pathway to Chartership
programme.
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Nigel Thorne MSc, FRSA, FIHort, FLI, PPLI

Consultant Landscape Architect
Nigel is a chartered landscape architect (a Fellow of the Landscape Institute) specialising in landscape management. He practices as an
independent landscape consultant concentrating on contract administration and project implementation but also works part-time for a variety
of award-winning landscape architectural practices based in London and across the UK. Although trained in design, he concen-trates on the
important practicalities of comprehensive engagement with the design implementation process in order to maintain design integrity and to work
collaboratively with contractors and suppliers to ensure the highest standards of workmanship. He was elected president of the IFLA Europe
at the beginning of 2010 and completed his second and final term in office at the end of 2013. He works and teaches both nationally and
internationally and regularly gives talks, seminars and lectures in order to promote the work of the profession around the world.

Landscape
Management

Promotion of the profession
Landscape architecture is a relatively small but
exceptionally important and powerful integral part of
the built environment professions. For the past 15
years an important part of professional operations
have involved the presidency of the UK’s chartered
body, The Landscape Institute, and thereafter, the
presidency of the International Federation of
Landscape Architects in Europe - helping to promote
the profession in the form of presentations, seminars
and workshops around the world.

Public parks
Amenity open spaces and public parks have always
constituted an important part of the urban landscape
arena, in many cases substituting for a lack of
personal or private space immediately adjacent
homes and residences. The national standards for
public parks are under constant scrutiny as the
spaces become ever more important but under
constant financial restraint. As a Green Flag judge
for over ten years, this bench-marking exercise has
been a core part of professional operations.

General management
Unusually, the professional consultancy concentrates on landscape management rather than
just landscape design. Capital investment in design
projects is commendable but without the appropriate
revenue funding budgeted for on-going operations
(i.e. to maintain the design in the most appropriate
fashion for the future), the client will find little
financial return on their original investment.

Olympic Park
The development of the 250 ha of the Olympic Park
in the much-neglected arena of the east-end of
London constituted a revolution in the approach to
modern housing developments set within a parkland
context. Professional involve-ment with the project
from 2007 onwards varied from being on a variety of
competition panels as the project headed towards
completion to being one of 70,000 volunteers during
the period of the games. More recently a number of
overseas visiting professional delegations have been
given explanatory tours across the park.

Housing development
There has always been a strong design and
management influence in the residential, commercial
and industrial development arena. Key to successful
engagement with clients and future residents alike
has been to emphasise the importance of
contextualising the development and placing
importance on the retention of and respect
for existing landscape features. Thereaf-ter,
sustainability becomes a core factor of future
management and maintenance of the external
environment.

Heritage Lottery Fund
Set up in 1994 to direct a percentage of the UK’s
lottery monies towards heritage assets across the
country, the ‘Parks for People’ programme was a
key focus during the six years of being part of the
London Committee. There has been over £100
million invested in parks across London alone and
now representation within the HLF comes in the
form of being a national Men-tor and regional
Monitor for capital investment in UK parks projects.

Burgess Park
A 53 ha park owned and maintained by the LB
Southwark is unusual in that it was created in the
late 1940s on a site that was heavily bombed during
WWII. In writing the design brief the intention was to
help determine, in line with local residents and
communities, the best possible outcomes for
an initial £6 million investment from the Mayor
of London and a local development investment
programme. Community engagement and
fundamental changes to on-going management
and maintenance are key to determining long-term
success.

Potters Field Park
A small urban space immediately adjacent London’s
City Hall and the World Heritage site of Tower Bridge
was given a dramatic design overhaul by the LB
Southwark. In order to ensure the investment was
spent wisely, a review was completed on behalf
of the local authority to determine the most
appropriate way forward in terms of management
and maintenance. A new self-financing
management Charitable Trust was set up following
recommendations of the wide ranging
report and investigations.

In 2014 Nigel added to his recent appoint-ments
for the Heritage Lottery Fund (as a national Mentor
and a regional Monitor for the ‘Parks for People’
funding operations) by becoming the sole landscape
architectural representative on the English Heritage
London Committee – helping to determine the
appropriate way forward for importance heritage
features across the capital.
During his most recent presentational visit to Beijing,
China, he was appointed as a per-manent member
of the expert panel of the National Research
Centre for Rural Plan-ning and Development and
also became an adjunct professor at the Beijing
University of Civil Engineering and Architecture.
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Alison Hainey BA Dip LA CMLI

Consultant Landscape Architect
After completing a Post graduate Diploma with Distinction from Manchester, Alison travelled to the USA and began several years of working
with various practices and travelling throughout the USA and Hong Kong before returning to the UK. Alison always aspired to set up her own
company and this was achieved in 1987 with the establishment of Alison Hainey Landscape Architects. The practice concentrates on providing
a very individual and personal service to both private and commercial clients alike.
Alison also practises as an artist with a studio based in Clerkenwell. Her work is largely figurative but she also enjoys attempting to capture the
beauty of the Suffolk landscape. She held her first solo exhibition in London in 2014.

Technology Parks, HORIBA MIRA, Leicestershire
Mira Technology Park is an on-going project for
AHLA and Terra Firma Ltd. Initially the scheme
involved the preparation of a Masterplan for the
Technology Park which is based around an old air
field in a rural setting. The general infrastructure is
being constructed on site incorporating avenues of
semi mature trees and a central Wildlife Park.

Golf Courses and Sports Clubs
The Wisley Golf Club is a private members club built
on the flood plain overlooked by the RHS Gardens.
The four sections of the course were characterised
with different landscape treatment such as water
meadows, heathland with gorse and broom, Birch
and Pine with wildflowers and an ornamental area
adjacent to the clubhouse. Although long completed
the landscape characters are still evident and very
much an inherent part of the course.

Retail Developments
The Hohot Retail Development in Inner Mongolia
China is a proposed re-use of derelict factory
buildings in a rapidly expanding new town.
Landscape proposals included roof gardens,
dramatic water features, digital displays and
sculpture gardens contrasting with quiet zones for
more traditional pursuits such as chess and Tai Chi.

Historic Gardens, Eynsham Hall, Oxon
Eynsham Hall is a recently developed luxury hotel
and conference centre. When the project began
the gardens were neglected and over-grown. AHLA
prepared an overall Masterplan for the grounds
which included researching and responding to the
historic setting. Proposals included refurbishment of
an original formal garden; re-planning car parking
provision and restoring the magnificent approach to
the Jacobean Revivalist style Hall.

Resort Planning, Pinheiros Altos, Portugal
Pinheiros Altos is a resort planned around a golf
course in the Algarve. AHLA involvement began
with the newly opened course and the first show
house and continued for over ten years. The role
included overall planning and ensuring the visual
and ecological value of areas of natural pine and the
wild flower under-storey were protected and retained
throughout the development.

Housing Developments, Ecclestone Road
AHLA have been involved in complex planning
applications for housing developments in and around
the London area. The Ecclestone road site is located
on a flood plain and proposals included enhancing a
section of water meadow and creating a recreation
area for the adjacent proposed housing. Landscape
proposals included the design of entrance features,
pergola covered parking areas as well as fully
accessible gardens incorporation complex changes
in level.

Private Gardens
Working closely with private clients requires
particular skills and building up a relationship and
ensuring mutual understanding are vital. Several
gardens have become ongoing projects and have
required revisiting and expanding the original
designs as clients requirements change. We are
now involved in the restoration of gardens built over
twenty years ago.

Universities and Schools
Recently tfLab working with Shepheard Epstein
Hunter architects were placed second in an
international competition to revitalise the ‘Spine’
running through Lancaster University. AHLA played
a leading role in pulling the groups submission
together. Other school projects includd a long
running involvement in the grounds for Camden
School for Girls.

Landscape
Design
Over the years projects have ranged from private
gardens to masterplans for Business and Retail
parks. In the 1990’s expertise was gained in the
planning and landscape treatment of sports clubs
including Riverside Tennis Centres, The London
Golf Club, Charthills and the prestigious Wisley Golf
Club. This led to involvement in similar schemes in
Germany, Belgium and Turkey and for over ten
years with the Pinheiros Club and Resort in Portugal.
AHLA were involved in the initial overall concept
design and saw the resort develop from a small
course to a spectacular club including a residential
developments, hotel and clubhouse. We have also
been involved in a wide range of housing scheme
developments in the South East from large scale
new build to the redevelopment of old industrial sites
for residential use.
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Stephen T Dawson BA, Dip LA, FLI

Consultant Landscape Architect
Steven is a Director of Peracto Projects and the third generation of landscape architects in his family. Steven specialises in managing
complex projects through the planning process and on site. He has designed and built a number of golf courses and has delivered major
public parks, sports stadia and high end public realm works over the past thirty years, developing a comprehensive knowledge of contractors
and the landscape industries supply chains. Steve is spearhead on tf-Lab’s initial promotional activity and the team’s representative in
northern England.

Stanley Park, Liverpool
Stanley Park is a 45ha listed park, designed by
Edward Kemp and opened in 1870. It is significant
among Liverpools parks due to its layout and
architecture, containing grand terraces with
expansive bedding schemes and highlighted by
fountains. It also includes the 1899 Gladstone
Conservatory. Steven worked closely with LCC, LFC
and English Heritage and played a pivotal role in its
restoration including extensive replanting, bringing
redundant lakes back to life, restoration of the old
footpath network. Post restoration works the park
achieved green flag status.

Liverpool International Garden Festival
The International Garden Festival was originally
open from May to October 1984. It was the first
such event held in Britain and became the model
for several others in the 1980’s and early 1990’s.
Steven managed the design team working closely
with all the funding and local stakeholders including
the local Chinese and Japanese communities in the
restoration of their gardens and was novated to the
contractor ensuring compliant delivery of the works.

The Carrick, Loch Lomond, Scotland
Whilst working with his father Patrick a golf course
architect and landscape architect, Steven also acted
in both roles on this exceptional course that sits on
the banks of Loch Lomond. The course sits within
Scotlands first National Park, the new Par 71 course
follows a traditional heathland style, straddling rolling
lowlands and the highlands of Scotland. Great
emphasis was placed on producing a development
with a net ecological gain, this was achieved through
detailed ecological survey’s and working closely with
the statutory bodies and maintaining a site presence.

The Ridge Golfclub, Kent
This parkland course receives much acclaim due
in large part the mature apple orchards that it sits
within, the site was previously a redundant apple
farm. The orchards and their poplar shelter belts
provide an instant wooded back drop to the course
and have been brought into production where viable
blocks exist. New lakes were created as for both
visual benefit and to provide reservoirs for the course
irrigation. Making the course self sufficient in terms
of irrigation, which was essential for its financial
viability.

Cameron House, Loch Lomond
Cameron House Hotel and Golf Course is a world
renowned five star leisure complex on the banks
of Loch Lomond, within the National Park. With a
historical hotel, luxury time share lodges. Additional
leisure activities include fishing, shooting and walks.
Whilst working at Tyton Design Steven lead the team
that carried out detailed environmental and historical
audits of the estate. This base line information
was used to inform the redevelopment proposals,
comprising time share lodges sat within the
protected landscape, alterations to the golf course
and a golf teaching facility within the walls of the old
kitchen gardens.

Slaley Hall, Northumberland
Slaley Hall in Northumberland is an Edwardian
Mansion surrounded by 1000 acres of moorland
and forest. The estate contains a world class
championship golf course, time share lodges and
can offer a number of outward bounds pursuits such
as quad biking, off road driving and clay pigeon
shooting. Whilst owned by De Vere Steven acted
as consultant landscape architect working closely
with the architects and client to individually locate
new time share lodges within existing protected
moorlands and woodlands. Great sensitivity was
required to protect the landscape fabric by site
selection and monitoring on site.

Chelsea FC, Cobham Training Complex
The brief was to provide instant privacy for initially
the first team squad training pitches and to design a
formal lake that acted as a reservoir for the pitches
irrigation. Almost 200 semi mature trees some up
to 80cm in girth were selected and planted above
pitch level to avoid undersoil heating, fibre optics
and irrigation systems. To this end bespoke sub soil
and top soil mixes were produced to plant the trees
on and in. Until this time the pitches were irrigated
by imported water at a great cost, however through
careful negotiations with the Environment Agency
permission was granted for a borehole and a formal
lake designed as a reservoir.

Furrows Linear Park, Manchester
Furrows linear park, was designed to add value
to housing land in this deprived part of northern
Manchester. Working closely with adjacent land
owners, schools and residents the design was
formulated to ensure the park linked all adjacent
areas and provide further connectivity by acting as
a hub within the local cycle network. Pre cut blocks
of granite were imported from China to provide the
dwarf retaining walls to the grass tables, where
the local community could have picnics or hold
events. Steven managed the design team and was
responsible for the parks implementation.

Landscape
Design
Steven started his life in landscape design and
construction as a teenager working on golf course
developments in Europe during college holidays.
Upon qualification he then moved to the GLC and
worked with Japanense monks on the Peace Pagoda
in Battersea Park.
Subequently moving to BAM to head up their newly
formed landscape section working on a variety
of commercial developments and business parks
prior to rejoing his father at Tyton Design where
the works were primarily golf course design and
management of their construction. Steven designed
and built a number of golf courses during this time
including The Ridge GC in Kent and Hatfeld Hall
in Wakefield. It was during these projects that long
standing relationships with ecologists, archeologists
and agronomists developed that still operate today.
Working closely with aforementioned specialists,
the successful integration of new golf course
developments into sensitive landscapes became key
and this ethos is maintained today across all forms of
landscape architecture that Steven delivers.
Whilst working at Planit-ie Stevens role cristalised
from the above experiences where he became
responsible for design team management and the
delivery of major projects and bespoke high end
gardens. Working on a number of high profile park
restorations ie Stanley Park and the International
Garden Festival in Liverpool, Chelsea Football Clubs
training facility at Cobham in Kent and large private
gardens throughout the country. The scale of the
works may vary but delivery of sustainable quality
has always been Steven’s main driver.
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David Edwards RIBA, MAA, ARB, ACA

Architect, Urban Designer
David Keith Edwards is a multi-disciplinary professional with 20 years of consulting experience in the UK, Middle East, Africa and Scandinavia.
During this time, he has had a core involvement in the planning, design and implementation of significant development projects on behalf of
both public and private sector clients. David’s international experience includes the preparation of master plans for Dubai’s International Media
and Production Zone (IMPZ), Qing Dao Eco Town and Jinan CBD in China, Ravi River Regeneration Zone and Education City in Pakistan,
Knowledge Economic City (KEC), King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST) and Tabuk Eco-Resort in KSA, Barreiro
Waterfront Regeneration in Portugal, Gamsha Bay in Egypt, and MITROS City, Wellsprings and Kaduna Millennium City in Nigeria.

Jinan Tower and Evergrande Square, China
Concept Master Plan for a landmark site of 15
hectares at the heart of Jinan’s Central Business
District. This new development includes the
proposed location of a 650m high landmark building,
which, upon completion, will be the tallest building in
China. Overall, the new development will provide up
to 800,000 m2 of retail, commercial and residential
accommodation (excluding tower), a local and
regional transport interchange and a new civic plaza.
The project was completed with a local lead
consultant on behalf of the Evergrande Real Estate
Group.

Shandong Province, PR China
The Master Plan and guidance document for
a sustainable new community and multi-modal
transport hub for a new city of up to 150,000
permanent residents in Shandong Province.
Occupying an area of up to 2,400 hectares, the
site represents an area of distinct natural beauty.
Accordingly, the Master Plan provides a framework
to deliver an environmentally sensitive community
that is based upon the catalyst of knowledge
based industries and eco tourism. At the core of
the proposed city is a new port with a multi-modal
transport terminal of bus, ferry and light rail systems.

MITROS City, Ogun and Lagos Interstate Zone,
Nigeria
Master Plan and guidance documents for a site
of 2,100 ha along the edges of both Lagos and
Ogun States in Nigeria to provide a framework for a
significant mixed use development.
Overall, the master plan will provide a range of
residential, commercial, industrial, hospitality and
touristic accommodation, together with supporting
institutional and community facilities for a projected
permanent population of up to 180,000 residents.

Stoneythorpe Village, Warwickshire UK
Master Plan and supporting planning documents for
a sustainable, energy efficient development of up to
40 hectares in Warwickshire.
Overall, the Master Plan provides a framework for
up 800 homes of varying typologies, employment
generating activities, live-work accommodation, a
primary school and a range of public open spaces
from a central square to a riverside park.

Red Sea, Egypt
Concept Master Plan and infrastructure design
for a unique site of up to 3,000 ha on Egypt’s Red
Sea coast. The Master Plan included the provision
of exclusive leisure and commercial facilities for
visitors, together with a mix of accommodation for
up to 200,000 permanent residents. Within the
elaboration of the Master Plan, an environmentally
considerate design approach was adopted that
sought to achieve the aspirations of the Client while
also mitigating the impact of the new development.

Muswell Hill Creative Lanes, London UK
A Visioning Strategy to explore the potential for
creating new work and meeting space for small and
medium-sized businesses (SMEs), independents
and creative industries in around the town centre of
Muswell Hill in North London. The study focussed on
maximising the potential of ‘left-over’ space through
imaginative urban renewal and was presented
to the local authority and key stakeholders for
consideration. Following this, two key sites were
identified, which are now being promoted by the local
authority for such activities.

Science Town, Thuwal KSA
Award winning Master Plan and guidance documentation for a model research town of 320 ha. Primarily,
Science Town will provide incubator space for knowledge based industries that are affiliated to the University,
together with two mixed use, urban villages for up to 6,500 residents. In 2012, the Master Plan was awarded
selected for a special, ‘Excellence in Innovation’ award by the international Association of University
Research Parks (AURP). The Master Plan was completed on behalf of a local consultant for the esteemed
institution, King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST).

Urban
Design
In the UK, David’s experience spans from complex
regeneration projects at Greenwich Peninsula,
Thames Gateway, Paddington Basin, Clyde Gateway
and Leeds Aire Valley through to public realm design,
vision strategies and new master plans on sites of
varying scale and character. Most recently, these
have included mixed-use communities for up to 900
homes in Warwickshire and Sussex and a visioning
strategy for the historic market town of Houghton
Regis.
A Chartered Architect in the UK and Denmark, David
is a Director of Place-Make – an RIBA Chartered
Practice of Architects and Urban Planners in Hitchin,
Herts with a particular focus on place-shaping and
the planning and design of viable, sustainable and
integrated buildings and places.
He is a member of the Design Review Panel for
the South Downs National Park, the Hitchin Forum
Planning Group and is a guest contributor for the
journals ‘Planning and Building Control Today’ and
‘Placemaking Resource’.
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Troy Hayes MRTPI, AICP, Msc, BSc

Planning Consultant and Managing Director Troy Planning and Design
Troy is a town planner with extensive experience in the public, private and research sectors. He is a chartered member of the Royal Town
Planning Institute (MRTPI) and is a certified member of the American Institute of Certified Planners (AICP).
Troy has extensive experience preparing successful Local Plans, development strategies, neighbourhood plans and development proposals for
local planning authorities, local communities and land owners. His project experience includes a range of topics including housing, employment,
Green Belt, Infrastructure Delivery Plans, community infrastructure levy, community engagement strategies, sustainability appraisals, Local Plan
viability, neighbourhood planning, urban extensions and the planning of new towns. He has recently been working on evidence and strategies
for New Garden Communities in Essex and Oxfordshire. He has extensive experience participating in Local Plan Examinations in Public.

New Garden Towns - Planning & Delivery
TPD has been appointed to provide planning delivery
and economic viability support to local authorities
in Essex who are planning five New Garden
Towns ranging from 10,000 to 25,000 new homes.
This support includes determining infrastructure
requirements, environmental capacity and financial
viability to ensure sustainable growth across the
sub-region.

GIS-based Scenario Planning Model
Envision Tomorrow
Our open-access scenario planning package
provides real-time evaluation of relevant indicators
such as land use, public health, energy consumption
and economic resiliency that measure a scenario’s
performance. It can provide baseline carbon
emissions analysis of different land-use patterns,
enabling planners to model the relationship between
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and land-use and
transportation decisions.

Immersive Virtual Reality Development Options
We use web-based Virtual Reality applications
together with 3D mapping and LiDAR data to prepare
development options. This approach enables
transparent communication with local authorities,
developers and the community to explore potential
viable development scenarios.

Critical Friend Support to Local Authorities
Troy has acted as a ‘critical friend’ to a number of
local authorities and organisations including the
Oxfordshire Growth Board and the six Oxfordshire
authorities on a range of technical and political
matters. This includes matters such as: density,
sustainability appraisal, Green Belt Review and
potential growth options for meeting the development
needs of the region.

Brownfield Land Registers
We prepared research which outlines how Local
Authorities are approaching production of their
Brownfield Land Registers and draws out a series of
recommendations to help maximise their potential to
support plan-making and housing delivery functions.
We mapped the brownfield sites in interactive web
format to inform local authorities in London about the
brownfield land availability.

Mapping of London Building Heights
We used open LiDAR data to map building heights
in 2D and 3D interactive format. Using our GIS
data and desktop research we generated reports
including the address of tall buildings to be checked
for fire safety.

Neighbourhood Planning
We empower neighbourhood planning groups by
giving them the tools needed to develop a Plan
reflecting the vision and objectives of the community.
We provide support to all stages of the process as
well as undertaking discrete tasks or act as a ‘critical
friend’ and can undertake Neighbourhood Plan
‘health checks’.

Urban Design
We prepare design options, town centre frameworks
and growth strategies, working with communities
and statutory agencies to understand the wider
context for change and how that can be embraced
to enhance quality of place for all. We prepare
schemes and layouts that display the best principles
of placemaking, assessing optimum development
potential, land uses, densities and development
types that integrate with surroundings and help make
communities.

Planning
Troy’s current and recent experience includes acting
as advisor to local governments on planning and
implementing New Garden Settlements of between
10,000 to 25,000 residential communities and
preparation of technical evidence base to support
these projects, including infrastructure requirements,
environmental capacity and financial viability.
He has developed “Envision Tomorrow – UK Edition”,
a GIS based scenario planning model with US
partners Fregonese Associates to test a range of
development scenarios throughout the UK. He has
also developed and applied a range of techniques to
visualise potential development options at site and
district scale. This includes the use of immersive
virtual reality, 3D mapping and rendering via web
apps and mobile deployment.
Troy has also secured planning consent on behalf of
landowners and developers for a range of complex
urban and greenfield sites in London and the South
East. Other projects include preparing site specific,
whole plan and viability studies and Infrastructure
Delivery Plans for a range of clients and preparing
Neighbourhood Plans and supporting evidence for
numerous neighbourhood planning groups.
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Richard Linington MA

Director of Research and Projects
Richard Linington is the director of research and projects and has some 18years of commercial experience in the tourism and heritage sectors.
Richard has experience of working on complex projects where he has carried out research to identify and assess the most appropriate
development solutions. He carries out feasibility studies, prepares option appraisals, marketing plans and business plans for a range of clients
from the Forestry Commission through to Tourism South East, Wildlife Trusts and private sector clients. Richard has a master’s degree in the
sociology and anthropology of travel and tourism.

Attenborough Nature Centre, United Kingdom
As part of this study we assessed the feasibility of
introducing a free admission visitor centre. Our work
included carrying out an analysis of the demographic
profile of Nottingham and an assessment of the
tourism and visitor attraction sectors to identify the
potential target markets. Importantly because of its
city location, we identified potential opportunities
which were linked to the conference sector. This led
to the production of a business plan which secured
funding to take the development forward.

Discovery Centre CONKERS
Working with KMPG we prepared the business
plan for CONKERS, this was used to secure £16
million of development funding. The environmental
discovery and activity experience generates over
200,000 visitors per annum and incorporates
catering, retail, events, education and corporate
hospitality offers.

Bedgebury Visitor Centre, United Kingdom
Bedgebury National Pinetum, located in Kent covers
over 800 hectares. We carried out a feasibility
study, market assessment and business planning
strategy for a new visitor centre. We also advised on
operational considerations. Bedgebury has become
one of the premier destinations for outdoor leisure
and recreation in South East England, with a strong
community and education focus.

Forest Holidays
Planning Solutions’ directors have been working
with Forest Holidays for over 20 years and we
continue to work with the senior management team
helping to assess potential site opportunities. Forest
Holidays is the leading provider of high quality selfcatering lodge breaks located in outstanding forests
in the UK. They have expanded their product by
introducing innovative tree-house accommodation
units at a number of their sites.

Brockholes Floating Visitor Centre
We worked with the Lancashire Wildlife Trust’s
project team to prepare a business plan. This
involved carrying out a market review in terms of the
visitor attraction and tourism sectors, a demographic
analysis, concept development, preparing a
penetration analysis, producing a detailed financial
model and carrying out a risk analysis. The business
plan was used to secure £9 million in funding, for
Brockholes Nature Centre and Reserve.

Novium
We reviewed the current operation, the visitor
experience, pricing strategy and retail offer. This
operational and market review led to the production
of a costed action plan to support the museum and
this included a number of transformational projects.
Working as heritage consultants we identified a
number of approaches to help increase visitor
throughput. Following this initial study we were then
commissioned to assess the opportunity to introduce
a cafe within the Museum.

Caldicot Castle
We prepared a visitor management plan. This
included carrying out an audit and assessment of the
current visitor experience, including pre-visit, arrival,
visit and departure and direct research with visitors.
We also made recommendations for an integrated
visitor management and operational strategy for the
castle and country park which included identifying a
number of costed transformational projects to help
increase visitor numbers and secondary spend.

Rainham Marshes
We carried out visitor and community research
to produce an Audience Development Plan for
Rainham, Wellington and Aveley Marshes RSPB
Nature Reserve for a Heritage Lottery Grant
Application. We also advised on developing the
business plan.

Tourism
Through the expertise of Planning Solutions
Consulting our team brings strong financial realism to
tourism based rural development projects. Our team
carries out market research and option appraisals
along with preparing business plans to support
financially sustainable rural tourism projects. The
team works across the rural tourism sector from
forest lodge developments to nature reserves,
heritage centres, museums and visitor centres,
all of which can act as a catalyst for developing
destinations.
Alongside the consultancy work, Planning Solutions
Consulting’s sister company operates a number of
rural tourism businesses in the UK.

Kevin Brown
Bsc, PG Dip

Managing Director
Kevin Brown leads the consultancy in strategic
planning and options appraisals. Kevin has a
sound knowledge of research based appraisal
work in tourism, leisure and regeneration
projects. He has considerable experience
in feasibility studies, business planning and
exit strategies, agency and acquisitions. He
also provides support for site appraisals and
planning. Prior to joining Planning Solutions
Consulting, Kevin worked for Fleury Manico,
Chartered Surveyors, a specialist leisure
company where he was Head of Research.
Kevin led all the research based activities which
formed an important aspect of valuation advice.
He secured the firm’s inclusion on the Register
of Expert Advisers for the Lottery Sports Fund
and managed the in-house research archives
and data systems. Previously Kevin worked
for four years at South East England Tourist
Board managing the grant scheme (Section 4)
for tourism development projects in the Region,
including Surrey.

Gerry Wait BA, MA, DPhil

Archaelogist, Heritage Consultant
Gerry has over 30 years of experience as an archaeologist and heritage consultant. His real passion is in finding ways to make the past
relevant to people and communities in building their future, with the belief that successful communities have firm roots in their past. Gerry is an
expert in conservation and management planning, heritage site management and interpretation for the general public. Gerry has undertaken
heritage assessments for Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA) and Environmental and Social Impact Assessments (ESIA) in the UK, USA,
Romania, Ireland, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Burkino Faso, Niger, the Republic of Congo, Mongolia, Morocco, China, and Kyrgyzstan. For 2014
he was seconded to SouthStream Transport bv (via ERM) as Cultural Heritage Advisor, overseeing the cultural heritage assessments for three
international ESIAs, and associated cultural heritage investigations in Russia and in Bulgaria, both terrestrial and maritime.

Stonehenge, United Kingdom
Heritage lead for the Gifford-Halcrow joint venture
(JV) as designers for the Balfour Beatty-Costain
construction JV for the proposed road and tunnel
near Stonehenge. Gerry was responsible for
managing the baseline studies and assessments
of significance and impacts, authoring of the ES
chapter, baseline study report and gazetteer, and
heritage contributions to the NTS. Gerry authored
briefing documents on heritage for the JV and the All
Party Parliamentary Group and contributed to briefs
for the Secretary of State for Transport. He provided
Public Inquiry support, including 60+ addendum
statements to cover potential variations and to
respond to stakeholder or consultee questions, and
contributed to expert statements and questions to
the QC.

Amlwch Harbour
Project Director for Conservation Management Plan
for Amlwch, Porth Amlwch and Mynydd Parys

Sintoukola, Repulblic of Congo
Heritage lead who managed the baseline studies,
authoring of the ES chapter, baseline study report,
assessments of significance and impacts, and
gazetteer, and heritage contributions to the NTS
for a mining and infrastructure project amounting
to some 5000 hectares. Undertook archaeology
and anthropology baseline field studies, conducted
community liaison work, and provided postdetermination advice. Gerry was responsible for
managing teams of internal and external consultants
and contractors.

Niuheliang Liaoning Province, China
Study and report of 45 square kilometres of
landscape for the People’s Republic of China and
the World Bank, leading to documentation on the
UNESCO World Heritage List.

Oystermouth Castle, United Kingdom
Conservation Management Plan on behalf of the
City and County of Swansea (2003) followed by
emergency archaeology and engineering project
(2006-07) and HLF Bid 2007-08.

Rosia Montana, Romania
Heritage lead who managed the baseline studies
and authoring of the ES chapter, assessments of
significance and impacts, baseline study report
and gazetteer, and heritage contributions to NTS
for this mining and infrastructure project to meet
international standards. Undertook archaeology
and anthropology baseline field studies, conducted
community liaison work, and provided postdetermination advice. Gerry was responsible for
managing teams of internal and external consultants
and contractors.

Oyu Tolgoi, Mongolia
Anthropology and Ethnology lead for intangible
cultural heritage in the Mongolia International
Heritage Team on the ESIA for the OyuTolgoi coppergold mine and associated infrastructure project.
Gerry managed the baseline studies, authoring of
the ES chapter, baseline study report, assessments
of significance and impacts, and gazetteer, and
contributed to the NTS for intangible cultural
heritage, which included the use of innovative GIS
based mapping on intangible heritage. Gerry was
responsible for managing teams of internal and
external consultants and contractors in Mongolia,
USA, Hong Kong and UK.

Sabodala, Senegal
Heritage lead who managed the baseline studies,
authoring of the ES chapter, assessments of
significance and impacts, baseline study report and
gazetteer, and heritage contributions to the NTS for
this mining and infrastructure project. Undertook
archaeology and anthropology baseline field studies,
conducted community liaison work, and provided
post-determination advice. Gerry was responsible for
managing teams of internal and external consultants
and contractors.

Heritage
Gerry has undertaken due diligence for sponsors and
lenders on projects in Niger, Mauretania, Egypt and
Mongolia. He is currently providing due diligence
support to Ramboll on the Trans-Adriatic Pipeline
Project in Greece, Albania and Italy.
Gerry served as Chairman of the Chartered Institute
for Archaeologists (and remains a Board Director)
and is active in the Committee on Professional
Associations in Archaeology of the European
Association of Archaeologists (EAA). He has been
an active member for the EAA since 1995. He is
on the editorial board of the Society of American
Archaeology’s Advances in Archaeological Practice
Journal. He is a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries
of London and is on the Register of Professional
Archaeologists (USA) and many other professional
and academic associations.
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Tim O’Hare MISoilSci, MBIAC, CSci, Msc, BSc

Soil Scientist
Tim O’Hare has been a professional Soil Scientist since 1993, working predominantly in the commercial landscape, sports amenity and
land reclamation sectors. He has undertaken a wide variety of consulting and project management assignments throughout the UK and
internationally. His expertise includes soil survey and site investigation, soil analysis (topsoil, subsoil, rootzones, composts, other growing
media), topsoil manufacture and soil recycling, sports and amenity turf agronomy, land drainage design, soil management and soil specification,
urban tree soils (product development and testing), living roofs, podiums, green walls, tree pit design and construction (hard and soft
landscapes), green compost and organic recycling and Agricultural Land Classification.

Soils

Olympic Park, London
Construction of a 250 acre urban park as part of the
London Olympics 2012. Technical reviews of the soil
science design and specification for the parkland and
public realm landscape. This included a review of the
Soil Resource Survey and Evaluation report, tree pit
designs, soil profile build-ups, tree and shrub species
lists, seed mixes and the Stage F specifications.
Recommendations for modifications or additions to
the design and specification.
Soil scientist monitoring and advisory role to the
ODA throughout the construction of the park.

Olympic Park Legacy, London
Transformation of a 250 acre urban park following
the London Olympics 2012.
Technical support during the detailed design and
construction phases of the QEOP Transformation
Olympic Park, London- River Regeneration
Regeneration of the River Lea corridor along western project. This included refining the project soil
specifications and details, sampling and testing
edge at the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park. Project
of all site-won and imported landscape soils, and
soil scientist during the outline design, detailed
monitoring the placement and management of the
design and construction phases of the park. This
included preparing all soil specifications, soil profiles landscape soils in all soft landscape areas.
and tree pit details, sampling and testing of all sitewon and imported landscape soils, and monitoring
the placement and management of the landscape
soils.

Terminal 5 Heathrow
Construction of new terminal, associated infrastructure, ‘urban campus’ style landscape scheme and land restoration of Colne Valley, covering 260 hectares.
Project soil scientist, responsible for overall quality of soils to be used for landscape construction and habitat creation. Soil surveys, soil management plans, topsoil
manufacture design (140,000m3), review of topsoil test data, site supervision and monitoring, sign-off of soil quality.
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Robert Craine MCIEEM, CEnv, Msc, BSc

Ecologist
Robert graduated from Bangor University in 1992 with a BSc 2.1 (hons) in Biology, and from Durham University in 1994 with an MSc in
Ecology. He is now Director of Diversity Environmental Consultants Ltd, an environmental consultancy that specialises in biological surveys,
species protection, habitat creation and habitat restoration. Robert has worked as a field researcher (Smithsonian Institute), an ecology tutor
(Cranedale Environmental Studies Centre) and as a consultee on wildlife conservation issues to numerous private and public bodies, including
Local Government. He is currently an adviser to the BBC television documentary series: ‘Springwatch’ and ‘Autumnwatch’. Robert became a
Chartered Environmentalist in 2005 and is a full member of the Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management.
In addition to ecological consultancy, Robert provides field-based conservation training to volunteers and students, and delivers Continuing
Professional Development (CPD) courses to staff members of public and private sector organisations. A continuing theme to his work is
environmental education which he considers fundamental to wildlife conservation at a local, national and international level.

Ecology

Gary Grant FCIEEM, CEnv, BSc

Ecologist
Gary is an experienced ecologist, an author, a speaker and a fellow of the Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management.
Publications include: Research Report 498 on Green Roofs (Natural England), the London Mayor’s Living Roof Policy and Technical Document,
Green Roofs & Facades (BRE Press 2003), Ecosystem Services Come to Town (Wiley 2012) and The Water Sensitive City (2016).
From 1992 to 2000, Gary was based in Hong Kong and worked on projects across China and Asia, including infrastructure projects as well as
planning for resorts in Sanya, Hainan and residential developments in Shenzhen, Shanghai and Harbin. From 2006-2009 Gary was a director
of AECOM, working on the masterplan for the London Olympic Park, as well as large-scale projects in Abu Dhabi (Saadiyat Island Masterplan),
Qatar (Education City) and resorts in Anapa and Zavidovo in Russia as well as the redevelopment of the National Stadium in Singapore. More
recently Gary has had involvement in the large-scale planning of resorts in Da Nang, Vietnam (2011) and Puzhehei, Yunnan (2015). In 2016,
Gary supported Nikken Sekkei in their winning entry for the competition to design a 24km cyclepath crossing Singapore from North to South.

Olympic Wetland Bowl, United Kingdom
Led ecological input into masterplan for Olympics
and Legacy. Open space strategy, design of
terrestrial habitats, river restoration, wetlands. Author
of Biodiversity Action Plan for the London Olympic
Park. 2006-2009.

Chobham Manor, United Kingdom
Prepared green roof strategy and designed green
roofs for the Chobham Manor residential estate in
the Olympic Park

Masdar HQ Building, Abu Dhabi
Advisor on xerophytic and native planting and
sustainability aspects of the roof garden for the HQ
building for Masdar, a new zero-carbon, zero-waste
city.

Living Walls
Designer of the largest and oldest living walls in
London, including the Westfield Shopping Centre,
Shepherds Bush and the Rubens at the Palace
Hotel.
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Peter Wharton BSc(Hons) FArborA MICFor (Chartered Arboriculturist)

Arboriculturalist
Peter is the Director of midlands based Wharton Tree & Ecology Consultants. He has over 15 years experience within the arboricultural industry,
both within the public and private sectors, in the UK and Australia. In this time Peter has been a Trustee, Vice-Chair of the Arboricultural
Association and chair of it’s Media & communications Committee. He currently sits on the Associations Consultant Working Group. Peter
is a Chartered Arboriculturist and professional member of the Institute of Chartered Foresters. Peter’s experience ranges from working on
small bespoke development projects through to mixed-use master-planning projects of national importance such as Alconbury Weald and
Waterbeach. Advising on project feasibility through to detailed design, collaborating with other professionals to develop successful schemes. He
has also successfully developed strategic tree management solutions for a number of local authorities and universities.

Arboriculture

Waterbeach, Cambridgeshire - Strategic Development
We were commissioned at an early feasibility planning stage to survey all trees, groups and woodlands and
prepare a strategic arboricultural planning statement to support development across a 300 hectare site. This
early involvement enabled the development of a suitable solution reducing the impact on trees and ensuring
their successful integration into the final design. The current outline planning application is for 6500 homes
with associated primary & secondary schools and other community facilities. Green and blue infrastructure
has led the current strategic designs for this site. We are currently part of the design team developing
detailed plans for Key Phase 1.

Coventry University, Science & Health Building - Green Infrastructure & Valuation
Commissioned in 2013 we were instructed as part of a far wider assessment of the University to assess the
feasibility of the University constructing a technology leading Science and Health Building within the ringroad of the City. Due to many constraints posed by a city centre development, there had to be compromise.
One of the most significant constraints was the trees across the site, protected by a Tree Preservation Order
and Conservation area designation. Our challenge was to work with the design team to retain specific trees
and work with the Council to agree felling of others. The approach decided upon was to put a financial value
on the trees across the site using the CAVAT system, to enable this to be attributed to the future planting of
new trees on University land. The development was completed, with full condition discharge and occupation
in August 2017. We are currently involved with 5no. other major development schemes for the University, as
well as a full risk management assessment of trees and development of policy.

Aberystwyth University, Wales - Inventory & Management
In 2015 we were successfully awarded the contract to undertake a full and detailed tree survey of all trees
and woodlands owned and managed by the University. The overall aim of the project was to ensure the
University fulfil their duty of care and to ensure enable the Estates Management team to proportionately
manage their tree stock. We also provided data in relation to the canopy cover, with the aim to improve the
green infrastructure and continuity of tree cover as one of the largest land owners in the area.
All data was recorded with GIS and GPS information and presented in a report and as a mapping file to
place on their internal system.

Stratford District Council - Tree Management & Policy
Instructed in 2013 to undertake a multi-stranded project for the District Council. Firstly to review
their currently tree management strategy and to provide a fully digital, audible and computerised
tree management solution to enable the council officer to manage risk, budget and to improve green
infrastructure across the district.
We are now working with the council to prepare a new tree strategy and policy for formal adoption by
Councillors. We are also working with the tree and landscape officers to address new tree planting
opportunities and providing CPD to the planning officers in relation to the importance of green infrastructure
and individual trees on development sites.
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Contact Details
tf-Lab London
2 Albermarle Way
Clerkenwell
London
EC1V 4JB
+44 (0) 1730 262 040
Lionel Fanshawe, Robyn Butcher & Alison Galbraith
lionel@tf-lab.co.uk
jamie@tf-lab.co.uk
nigel@tf-lab.co.uk
alison@tf-lab.co.uk
steve@tf-lab.co.uk
www.tf-lab.co.uk
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